How to write a “legal” term paper in MLA format

Never quote or write about what someone else said without citing the source (in parentheses) immediately after the other person’s words or ideas.

Put exact words copied in quotes, and cite.

The idea that “All the world’s a stage, And all the men and women merely players” (Shakespeare 415) makes life seem empty.

Do not use ANY of the author’s words or word order in a summary or paraphrase (except acronyms or key labeling words), and cite.

Human activity consists solely of the people on earth putting on a show, for each other and the gods (Shakespeare 415).
Make a **Works Cited** page at the end of the paper with complete information on the **works** that you **cited** in the paper.

- Label it **Works Cited**.
- Put the works in **alphabetical** order.
- **Double space** throughout.
- **Indent** all lines but the first of each entry.
  (Use hanging indent.)

---

**Works Cited**


See your English handbook for citation formats for other types of sources.
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